Public reporting burden for the collection of information is estimated to average 1 hour per response, including the time for reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of information. 
Background
The artillery community has found itself to be over-tasked sions that range from conducting normal The enlisted school path for the 0861 scout observer is sufficient and doesn't require any modification. Both officers and enlisted fire supporters will require follow-on education in order to continue the development of their skills. This education will occur at different points throughout their careers based on the rank they are at and the billets they have held.
Legitimate Career Progression
In order to maximize combat power, we must use all the available resources to best advantage. To do so, we must follow a doctrine of combined arms. Combined arms is the full integration of arms in such a way that to counteract one, the enemy must become more vulnerable to another. GPO, 1997, 94. medium and deep fires comparable to the Army's capability. The third leg of triad is the Expeditionary Fire Support System (EFSS), 120 mm towed mortar system. The EFSS is transportable by the MV-22 and is meant to provide fires during the ship to objective maneuver phase of amphibious operations.
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Integrating these systems effectively with aircraft and maneuver is challenging. Now more than ever fire supporters require specialized training and experience to achieve the Marine Corps vision of combined arms.
Fire support is an art which must be developed and refined over time; fire support billets are turned over frequently and these skills are quickly lost. These skill sets should be retained and cultivated instead of reset every sixtwelve months. By splitting the MOS into two separate career paths, the artillery community can develop and retain fire supporters, while also developing expertise in the triad of fires systems. 
Enlisted Career Progression

